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	[image: ]Adobe Photoshop CS: Photographers' Guide, 9781592001729 (1592001726), Course Technology PTR, 2004
Photography and Photoshop go hand in hand. If you feel there isn't enough photography in the average Photoshop book, and there isn't enough Photoshop in the average photography book, then the book you're looking for is right in your hands. Whether you are a digital or conventional camera buff, this full-color book is the ideal guide for diving into the most important elements of Photoshop CS. Examine Photoshop from a photographer's perspective and learn how to fine-tune your photos as you transform them from quick snapshots into truly compelling images. 

Features       

	
    Get readers up to speed on the latest features of Adobe Photoshop. 	

    
	
    Explores image editing in Photoshop from a professional photographer.       	

    
	
    Guides readers through reproducing professional-looking camera effects. 	    	

    
	
    Sharp four-color book at a great price  	    	
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Mike and Phani's Essential C++ TechniquesApress, 1999

	C++ is the language of choice for developing the most sophisticated Windows programs, but it is filled with hidden traps for the unwary. Mike Hyman and Phani Vaddadi's no-nonsense book helps C++ programmers avoid these traps by providing invaluable techniques gleaned from a combined 30 years of...
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Continuum Theory (Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Mathematics)CRC Press, 2002
[A]ll of the appers of this volume have a consistent scientific value.
 - Analele Stiintifice al Universitatii al I. Cuza
     Celebrating the work of world-renowned mathematician Sam B. Nadler, Jr., this reference examines the most recent advances in the analysis of continua. The book offers articles on the contributions of Professor...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
If you are a Web content developer these days, you have a lot of information to keep track of.  You need to stay current on the relevant Web specifications, like HTML, CSS, DOM, and ECMAScript.  You also need to know how the latest Web browsers from Netscape and Microsoft actually implement these standards, since browser implementations of the...
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Practical BGPAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Hands-on guidance for deploying and optimizing BGP networks--enterprise and ISP  		

Now there's a practical guide to deploying and managing BGPv4 in any environment--from small enterprises to the largest Tier 2 and Tier 3 service providers. A team of the world's...
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Challenges in Social Network Research: Methods and Applications (Lecture Notes in Social Networks)Springer, 2019

	
		The book includes both invited and contributed chapters dealing with advanced methods and theoretical development for the analysis of social networks and applications in numerous disciplines. Some authors explore new trends related to network measures, multilevel networks and clustering on networks, while other contributions deepen...
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Cocoa and Objective-C: Up and Running: Foundations of Mac, iPhone, and iPod touch programmingO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Build solid applications for Mac OS X, iPhone, and iPod Touch, regardless of whether you have basic programming skills or years of programming experience. With this book, you'll learn how to use Apple's Cocoa framework and the Objective-C language through step-by-step tutorials, hands-on exercises, clear examples, and sound...
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